Matthew, Annie. Legacy and the Queen
In a world where tennis can unlock ancient magic,
Legacy enters a tennis tournament
organized by Queen Silla in order to raise enough
money to save her father's orphanage.
TEEN FANTASY MATTHEW
Meriano, Anna. This Is How We Fly
Ellen joins the local muggle Quidditch team.
An all-gender, full-contact game isn't quite what she
expects. There's no flying, no magic, just a bunch of
scrappy players holding PVC pipe between their legs
and throwing dodgeballs.
TEEN REALISTIC MERIANO
Miller, Leah Rae. The Summer I Became a Nerd
Cheerleader Madelyne, a closeted nerd, has her
secret revealed when she starts spending time with
a comic shop worker, & she must decide whether or
not to reveal her true persona to the world.
TEEN REALISTIC MILLER
Myers, Walter Dean. Game
Drew wants to play professional basketball, but he
needs to improve at being a team player, especially
after a new white student threatens to take the
scouts' attention away from him.
TEEN REALTISIC MYERS
Padian, Maria. Out of Nowhere
Performing community service for pulling a stupid
prank against a rival school, soccer star Tom tutors
a Somali refugee with soccer dreams of his own.
TEEN REALISTIC PADIAN
Patterson, James and Kwame Alexander.
Becoming Muhammad Ali.
A biographical novel tells the story of Cassius Clay,
the determined boy who would one day become
Muhammad Ali, one of the greatest boxers of all
time.
TEEN REALISTIC PATTERSON

Reynolds, Jason. Ghost
Ghost, a naturally talented runner & troublemaker,
is recruited for an elite middle school track team.
He must stay on track, literally & figuratively, to reach
his full potential.
TEEN RIMSBA REYNOLDS

SPORTS

Teen Fiction

Sharenow, Rob. The Berlin Boxing Club
1936 Berlin. Karl Stern, 14, considered Jewish despite
a non-religious upbringing, learns to box from the
legendary Max Schmeling while struggling with the
realities of the Holocaust.
TEEN REALISTIC SHARENOW
Ukazu, Ngozi. Check Please!
Being a freshman on the Samwell University hockey
team is nothing like co-ed club hockey back in GA.
TEEN GRAPHIC UKAZU
Van Draanen, Wendelin. The Running Dream
When a school bus accident leaves 16-year-old Jessica
an amputee, she returns to school with a prosthetic
limb and her track team finds a wonderful way to help
rekindle her dream of running again.
TEEN REALISTIC VAN DRAANEN
Volponi, Paul. Top Prospect
Travis, a pre-teen quarterback with big potential, gets
the opportunity of a lifetime when the coach of
Gainesville University football program offers him a
scholarship before Travis even gets to high school.
TEEN REALISTIC VOLPONI
White, Ellen Emerson. A Season of Daring Greatly
Jill is her school’s star pitcher and is the first woman
drafted by a major league baseball team. Only days
after her graduation, she’ll join the Pittsburgh Pirates
… but not everyone is happy to have her there.
TEEN REALISTIC WHITE
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Alexander, Kwame. Booked
Nick loves soccer and hates books, but soon
learns the power of words as he wrestles with
problems at home, stands up to a bully, and tries
to impress the girl of his dreams.
KIDS Sports Alexander
Alexander, Kwame. The Crossover
Twin basketball stars Josh and Jordan , 14,
wrestle with highs and lows on and off the court
as their father ignores his declining health.
TEEN REALISTIC ALEXANDER

Alexander, Kwame. Swing
Noah and his best friend Walt want to become
cool, make the baseball team, and win over Sam,
the girl Noah has loved for years.
TEEN REALISTIC ALEXANDER
Allen, Carrie S. Michigan vs. the Boys
After her girls' ice hockey team is cut for budget
reasons, Michigan gets on the boys' team. But
when she proves better than some with her
skills, hazing crosses the line into assault.
TEEN REALISTIC ALEXANDER
Bashford, Taryn. The Harper Effect
Harper, 16, gets a new tennis coach who
partners her with the moody Cole, but between
Cole's secrets and her love for sister's ex, can
Harper make her tennis dreams come true?
TEEN REALISTIC BASHFORD
Bildner, Phil. A High Five for Glenn Burke
After researching Glenn Burke, the first major
league baseball player to come out as gay, Silas
Wade slowly comes out to his best friend Zoey,
then his coach, with unexpected consequences.
TEEN RIMSBA 2022 BILDNER
Biren, Sara. Cold Day in the Sun
Holland, the only girl on a boys' hockey team, is
forced to confront gender expectations and her
self-doubts and finds herself falling for her bossy
team co-captain.
TEEN REALISTIC BIREN

Bloor, Edward. Tangerine
Paul fights for the right to play soccer despite his near
blindness & slowly begins to remember the incident that
damaged his eyes.
TEEN REALISTIC BLOOR
Clark, Kristin. Freakboy
Brendan, a wrestler, struggles to come to terms with his
place on the transgender spectrum while Vanessa, the girl
he loves, and Angel, a transgender friend, try to help.
TEEN REALISTIC CLARK
Connelly, Neil. Brawler
After punching a referee, Eddie gets expelled and joins an
illegal underground fighting ring, where he and a girl
fighter find themselves trapped in a violent world, run by
bad men and gamblers.
TEEN REALISTIC CLARK
Deuker, Carl. Golden Arm
Lazarus Weathers, a high school senior from the wrong
side of the tracks, seeks to protect his half-brother while
pitching his way out of poverty, one strike at a time.
TEEN REALISTIC DEUKER
Feinstein, John. Last Shot: a Final Four Mystery
After winning a basketball reporting contest, Stevie and
Susan are sent to cover the Final Four, where they discover
that a talented player is being blackmailed into throwing
the final game.
TEEN REALISTIC FEINSTEIN
Greenwald, Tom. Game Changer
While Teddy, 13, fights for his life after a football injury at
training camp, his friends and family gather to support him
and discuss events leading to his coma. Told through
dialogue, text messages, newspaper articles, transcripts,
an online forum, and Teddy's inner thoughts.
TEEN RIMSBA 2020 GREENWALD

Halpin, Brendan. Shutout
Amanda, 14, and her best friend start high school looking
forward to playing on the varsity soccer team, but when
one makes varsity and the other only JV, their long
friendship rapidly changes.
TEEN REALISTIC HALPIN
Henning, Sarah. Throw Like a Girl
When Liv is kicked off her private school's softball team
and loses her scholarship, she joins must join her new
school's football team to prove she can be a team player,
all while falling for the star quarterback.
TEEN REALISTIC HENNING
Kirby, Jessi. The Other Side of Lost
When Mari experiences backlash after revealing that her
social media persona is all a lie, she decides to get away by
hiking the entire John Muir trail in an effort to find the self
she fears she’s lost.
TEEN REALISITC KIRBY
Konigsberg, Bill. Out of the Pocket
As quarterback Bobby finally acknowledges to himself that
he is gay, events start to spin out of control when it is
revealed in the student newspaper and then in the local
press, and he learns that his father has cancer.
TEEN REALTISTIC KONIGSBERG
Leong, Sloane. A Map of the Sun
During their first season of their newly formed women’s
basketball team at their high school, this diverse and
endearing group of teens are challenged in ways that
make them reevaluate just who and how they trust.
TEEN GRAPHIC LEONG
Lupica, Mike. QB 1
Jake Cullen, 14, lives in the shadows of his father & older
brother until he becomes the starting quarterback for the
high school football team & finally has his chance to shine.
TEEN REALTISTIC LUPICA
Lupica Mike. Travel Team
After he is cut from his travel basketball team--the
very same team that his father once led to national
prominence, Danny forms his own team of cast-offs
that might have a shot at victory.
KIDS Sports Lupica

